
 

CAME IS LOOKING FOR NEW IT/ICT PROFESSIONALS TO JOIN  
THE COMPANY IMMEDIATELY AND TRAIN THROUGH ITS “ACADEMY FOR 

TALENT”. 
 

The project, in collaboration with Randstad, will officially start on July 11 and will last for six and a 
half weeks, giving a total of 260 hours of training. The candidates, who will be recruited before 

joining the “CAME Academy for Talent”, will have the opportunity to work on challenging projects in 
an international environment. 

 
 
CAME - a Made in Italy company with branches all over the world and a leader in automation, active 
security, and automatic access control - is looking for new professionals to join its IT and ICT 
division, and then be trained through the CAME Academy for Talent. Candidates will be selected 
in June and immediately placed in the company through open-ended contracts. The training phase, 
on the other hand, will start in July and will include 260 hours of training between technical and soft 
skills courses. Randstad - the world’s leading human resources company - will collaborate in the 
project by participating in the selection and assessment of candidates, and by organizing some of 
the training courses.   
 
“We’re particularly excited,” comments Stefano Salis, HR Director of the CAME Group, “to launch 
this project to strengthen our IT department, which is very important for the whole Group. This is a 
unique program because the selected candidates will be hired directly on a permanent basis at 
CAME and only then will they begin the training phase. For the company, this is an important act of 
social responsibility and sustainability. As of July, these people will officially become our colleagues 
and will have the opportunity to work not only on national but also international projects, collaborating 
with the Group’s subsidiaries in 20 countries around the world. This initiative, moreover, 
complements the search for profiles specialized in digital innovation that we launched in May and 
which is still ongoing”. 
 
Throughout the month of June, CAME will be collecting applications through the dedicated Academy 
for Talent website. There is no limit to the number of applications and, at the end of the submission 
period, the 12 best profiles will be selected for a full-day assessment phase. Through the use of 
psychometric aptitude tests and role-playing activities in the presence of internal and external 
assessors, the candidates’ potential will be assessed and six profiles will be chosen. These people 
will be directly employed within the company and will take part in the CAME Academy for Talent 
from July 11. Over the next six and a half weeks, new CAME employees will benefit from 180 hours 
of technical training provided by CAME’s highly specialized professionals, and 80 hours of soft skills 
training provided directly by Randstad. 
 
CAME 
 
CAME is a leading brand and global partner for integrated solutions for the automation, control and security of residential, 
public and urban spaces. Its solutions are designed to create smart spaces that improve personal well-being. The Group 
designs and manufactures entrance automations, video entry systems, temperature control, home automation and burglar 
alarm systems and sectional doors for residential and industrial environments. It also provides solutions for special, large 
projects and for urban planning, automatic parking management systems for entrance control and security at public venues. 

With 50 years in the business, and even more experience through the companies that are now part of it, the Group founded 
by Paolo Menuzzo, today CEO of the CAME Group holding company, has its headquarters in Dosson di Casier, in the 
province of Treviso, and has 11 production plants in Italy, France, Spain, England, Turkey and Brazil. Andrea Menuzzo, the 
founder's son, is the CEO of CAME S.p.A. The company has 1,750 employees, branches in 20 countries and thanks to its 
business partners and distributors, it has operations in 118 countries. In 2021, it had a turnover of €260 million.  

Follow CAME also on the website www.came.com and on LinkedIn, Facebook and Instagram. 
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